ConnectiveRx, Upland Interfax and Scriptel Corporation successfully sponsored and exhibited
at iPatientCare NUCON 2019, Cincinnati
iPatientCare National User Conference 2019 concluded with awesome product demonstrations and
wonderful insights from the participants. The conference, which was held in Cincinnati, Ohio, was the
10th such event held by iPatientCare since the company started its annual user conference series in
2010.
Cincinnati, OH, November 11, 2019: iPatientCare, a pioneer in cloud-based EHR, Revenue Cycle
Management services, integrated Practice Management and Patient Engagement solutions, welcomed
ConnectiveRX as a Silver Sponsor, and Upland Interfax and Scriptel Corporation as the Bronze Sponsor at
National User Conference (NUCON) 2019, held at Cincinnati, on October 18 - 19. The annual conference
featured informative sessions about upcoming enhancements, user’s wish-lists based discussion
sessions, hands-on demos with iPatientCare experts and exhibition showcased the leading-edge
technologies.
As an integrated partner, ConnectiveRx provides clinical messaging support to iPatientCare users and
helps them deliver clinical messages to prescribers seamlessly and in real-time within their EHR
application based on actions they take in the workflow.
Upland Interfax's cloud-based faxing capabilities embedded right into iPatientCare’s electronic medical
record system provides the most secure methods of healthcare faxing to the end-users. Their cuttingedge desktop faxing services enables doctors and medical staff to send and receive faxes easily and costeffectively.
Scriptel Corporation’s ScripTouch Signature Pads allow direct electronic capture of authentic
handwritten signatures onto multiple consent forms at Check-In and within Patient Chart modules in the
iPatientCare application. It lets users save time and cost, speed up patient interactions and reduces
errors by going paperless with no signature pads related software to install or maintain.
During this two-day event, iPatientCare channel partners, certified professionals, business partners,
end-users and healthcare experts from iPatientCare gathered to reflect on their evolution in the
healthcare field, to celebrate accomplishments, to welcome new practitioners to their networks, and to
investigate what new directions the next ten years may bring.
“NUCON 2019 was the first conference I attended with iPatientCare. What I thought was really special is
seeing how iPatientCare worked with their customers. Their customers are #1 and family to them. They
spent a lot of time listening to what they are looking for and what will help in their day to day routines.
As a partner, what is most important to me is my customers and how I can help make their day a bit

easier by allowing them to focus on patients and not on other things and that is what is important to
iPatientCare too” said Randa Gallagher, Customer Relation and ISV Manager, Scriptel Corporation.
About iPatientCare
iPatientCare is a full suite of innovative healthcare products and value-added services that help physician offices,
rural health clinics, and community/federally qualified health centers (CHC/FQHC) nationwide in improving the
health of their patients, enhancing patient care through care management/coordination/analytics, and reducing
costs of care delivery.
The awards-winning EHR, integrated practice solutions and value-added services, such as, the revenue cycle
enhancement and quality improvement consulting, provide everything you need to control your practice
operations, increase revenues, and provide better patient care.
The iPatientCare EHR - version 18.0, has received 2015 Edition ONC Health IT certification by Drummond Group, an
Office of the National Coordinator-Authorized Certification Body (ONC-ACB), in accordance with the applicable
eligible professional certification criteria adopted by the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS). Full
certification details can be found at the ONC Certified Health IT Product List.
As part of its MACRA-ready solutions, iPatientCare has been recognized as a qualified MACRA-MIPS registry by
CMS, and has a distinguished credit of being selected as a preferred EHR and medical billing software by more than
70,000 users nationwide, numerous hospitals/health systems, federally funded regional extension centers, and in
the past by the US Army and NASA Space Medicine.

Visit www.iPatientCare.com for more information.
About ConnectiveRx
ConnectiveRx works with biopharmaceutical manufacturers to help commercialize and maximize the benefits of
branded and specialty medications. They leverage industry-leading, tech-enabled services to accelerate speed to
therapy throughout the medication journey. The unparalleled patient and provider network and advanced analytics
power ConnectiveRx’s ability to improve medication adherence and access.
About Upland Interfax
The Interfax Internet Fax Service is a high-capacity, reliable and globally accessible service that enables transmission
and reception of faxes from any internet connected application, with no installations. Upland’s enterprise work
management cloud software enables every team in an organization to do their best work.
About Scriptel Corporation
Scriptel Corporation leads the way advancing reliable eSignature and signature capture technology. Their Citrix
Ready, plug-and-play hardware and software solutions save time, cost and errors making it easy work of document
signing, electronic record-keeping and practice management in the healthcare environment.
Scriptel (est. 1982) brought the first superior pen input on an LCD screen to market. Today they produce a full suite
of ScripTouch® signature pads and workflow products. Scriptel is based in Columbus, Ohio, and has deployed more
than 3 million products worldwide.
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